BRIGHT IDEA: MOSAIC MAGIC
#p2PMosaicMagicBI

1. Add an empty photo holder to the page. 
   *Insert > Empty frame.*

2. Make the photo holder the entire width of the page & about half the height (if using a portrait oriented photo, make the photo holder the entire height of the page and about half the width).

3. Add a photo to the photo holder.

4. Apply the mosaic filter to the photo. 
   *Filter > Surface > Mosaic Tiles (4).* Adjust the Tile size, Regularity, & Border thickness to your liking by dragging the sliders in the operations panel. Choose the border color. Click *Preview* to see how the settings look on the page. When you are happy with the settings, click *OK.*

5. Add a background paper to the page. Apply the same mosaic filter to the background.

6. Add a line to create a border between the photo and the background. 
   *Insert > Line > Straight line or path.* 
   Set the stroke to a simple solid line, width ¼ inch. Choose a color that coordinates with the photo. Click *Create.*

7. Add a second, smaller photo. Create a photo mat the same color as the line. *Photo > Mat.* Tilt the photo slightly, using the green rotation handle. Apply a heavy shadow to the smaller photo. *Format > Shadows > Heavy.*

8. Add a title and journaling. Add embellishments if desired.
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